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Crime Blotter
Compiled from police reports

Tire goes missing

. it used to be, but 1 couldn't say
there aren't any unauthorized
University Police Department persons living there now."
Officer
Crystal
Simmons
Louk approached the vehicle
reported to the Aquatics and as the student entered it. He then
Recreation building Jan. 29 at ran the Honda's information
6:41 p.m. to meet with a student through dispatch,
in reference to a missing tractor
Officer Tiffany Land arrived
trailer tire. The tire, which was shortly afterward to assist. Louk
used by the volleyball team as approached the driver and
an exercise tool, was located in a identified himself as a UPD
closet next to the pool door.
officer. The student admitted
There were two tires in the to staying with his girlfriend on
room, but only one is missing.
several occasions, as well as many
"It's one of those big tires," said consecutive nights.
Deputy Chief Wynn Sullivan.
He was issued a criminal
"It's a semi truck tire."
trespass notice and banned from
After checking with the housing and advised that if he
Student Recreation Center staff was caught in the housing area
to make sure they did not borrow again, he would be arrested,
the tire, Simmons contacted
"He's a student, so he's banned
Plant Operations to make sure from the housing area for violating
they did not move it either.
Housing rules," Sullivan said.
I guess someone just rolled it "And she was issued 5 citation for
out of one of the doors," Sullivan having an unauthorized person
said.
in a university building."
"It has not shown up anywhere
on campus."
Student commits hit and run

Student caught living
girlfriend's dorm

The Learning Center is still under construction, but will be a much needed addition to the campus once completed.

BY R EILLY MESCO
news.inkwell@gmail.com

Armstrong will he unveiling a
fresh, new look this semester. The
renovations to Gamble Hall and
the construction of the brand new
Learning Commons center will be
completed by the end of the spring
semester, despite a few hiccups in
the construction process.
"They ran into some unexpected

trouble," said University President
Linda Bleicken. "They ran into
the old foundation underneath
the ground as they were working
along and making great progress.
It really s et them back, and they
basically just had to figure how
they were going to remove it or
work with it. I kn ow that was not
an easy thing to do, so I don't
think we're that far out on it.
"In the course of construction

SGA p romotes
HIV awareness
BY

KlM

VO

Staff Writer

On Feb. 7, the Student
Government Association passed
out 100 free tickets to receive
an HIV/AIDS test provided by
the Memorial Health ' Center,
The tickets were handed out as
a part of SGA's History of Black
Healthcare" event, held in the
Student Union.
,
SGA partnered with the Office
of Student Affairs, Armstrong's
Student
Health
Center,
Collegiate -100 and 100 Black
Men of Savannah, Inc. to help
bring awareness to this issue.
Along with handing out free
tickets, which can be presented
at the health clinic for tests, the
collective groups hosted a panel
discussion and offered other
information about the disparities
within the healthcare system in
terms of the black community.
They focused on promoting
and understanding the. history .
and growth of black health care
in Savannah. The Collegiate 100
also passed out free contraceptives to the student body.
"Because HIV and AIDS are
such a concern on a college

3

campus period, students should
aware," said Falon Collins, the
vice president of SGA.
"Georgia is ranked sixth
highest in the -nation for its
cumulative reported number
of AIDS" added Bra Jones,
president of Collegiate 100. "We
should take advantage of our
resources to bring awareness and
to stop this epidemic. This does
not on'y affect Black Americans,
but everyone else too."
The
College
of
Health
Professions also participated by
bringing in Myra Pope, a local
family physician, to the panel
discussion that was open to the
student body. Topics such as the
effects of the new health insurance
plan to the homeless, the history
of the South Atlantic Medical
Association and the decreasing
amount of patients seeing family
physicians were brought up.
"More people today go to
specialist doctors instead of family
physicians/' Pope said. "We don't
know why"
The HIV/AIDS awareness
campaign initiated at the event,
which was held on national Black
HIV/AIDS awareness day, will
continue throughout the month.

work, you hope for the best and
sometimes have to prepare for
what we could live with. Knowing
that we were not going to be able
to move in there before the start
of the semester, I guess I was less
agitated than I might have been.
"But here's the thing: If we had
planned on opening it so that we
could move in fall semester, and
then they were two months late,
then I would have been disturbed.

Photo by Alex Pirtle

It will be great when it opens, and
it will be opened soon, probably in
March."
David Carson, the vice president
for Business and Finance, echoed
Bleicken's confidence in the
project's completion by the end of
the spring 2013 semester.
"There was piping that wasn't
marked so that slowed us down
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Officer Kenneth Louk watched
a male walking near the edge of
the woods on University Drive
Feb. 3 around 6 a.m. He was
walking at an usually quick pace
and did not realize the officer was
parked on University Drive. The
male student walked to Baptist
Campus Ministries building and
got into a Black Honda Civic.
Louk noted the vehicle was on
the "Off Campus Vehicle List,"
which tracks those with owners
suspected of living in dorms that
do not belong to them.
"At one time, there were
numerous people living there
[who didn't belong there],"
Sullivan said. "It's not as bad as

On Feb. 6 at approximately
9:36 a.m., a student came into
UPD headquarters to report a
vehicle leaving the scene of an
accident. The student claimed
he was in the Science Cetner
Parking Lot when a silver Kia
Amanti parked next to him.
The Kia was parked crooked,
and the driver attempted to
straighten his vehicle, but in the
process of backing out, he struck
the passenger side-view mirror
and the passenger side of the
vehicle.
When Officer Megan Zike
inspected, car, she
noticed
scratches present on both the
mirror and the side of the vehicle,
The student saw the Kia driver

CRIMEj PAGE 2A

Wormsloe site hosts Ga. History Festival
BY TIM FINLEY
Staff Writer

Festival-goers enjoyed the
cool, crisp air Feb. 9, while
attending the two-day Colonial
Faire and Muster, a part of
the annual Georgia History
Festival, an event sponsored by
the Georgia Historical Society
that celebrates the founding of
the Colony of Georgia Feb. 12,
1733.
The Georgia History Festival
spans the entire month of
February and features several
other events. Families strolled
through wooded paths of
Wormsloe Historic Site from
one area to another. The
Colonial Faire and Muster
was in full swing, with people
who were completely outfitted
in colonial period costumes.
The living history spectacle
depicted the colonials cooking,
selling their wares and even a
man forging tools out of steel.
Nathan
Nightingale,
a
festival volunteer, was using
a Dutch oven to cook a pork
shoulder stew and traditonal
bread.
"Lemons and peppercorns
were
the
most
common
ingredients because they were
most often imported from the

Role-playing soldiers line up to demonstrate how muskets are loaded and fired.

Spaniards at the time," he said
when describing the Colonial
cuisine.
"We made the dough and let
it rise in the Dutch oven near
the fire. When it came time to
cook the bread we built a little
wall with bricks and but coals
inside. The oven went in and

then we put-coals on top."
Jesse Wuest, another festival
participant,
wore
settler's
clothes and described the
process of the construction of
what is now the Tabby Ruins,
the house that was built when
the colony was founded in
1733.

"The walls of the fort that
surrounded the house were
built from 'tabbyiuicks.' Made
from oyster shells, the settlers
would take shells and boil them
and then smash them into- a
powder. They would then mix
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Renovations

break. It's going to be called the
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Patio Cafe, and it's going to mimic

going to try and do it over spring

the Perk coffee shop inthe Student
considerably," he said. "A lot of the

Union," Carson said. "This facility

ceilings in the Learning Commons

will also provide carryout options.

are going to be exposed ceilings,

The details haven't been worked

and we had to work on the beams

out, but there will be carryout

to make them more presentable.
"We're

about

options for students available as a

two-and-a-half

part of the meal plan."

months behind schedule with the

The next step will be to move

Learning Commons. It should

the Bursar's office into the top

be done in March with a ribbon

floor of Victor Hall, which will be

cutting in April, hopefully.

renovated.

"Gamble could be done. With

"All

the way that it's going, it could

of

the

student-related

financial services will be in the

Crime

FROM PAGE 1A

attempt to cottect his parking
multiple times and strike a blue
Ford Focus multiple times.
The student said he believed
the driver of the Kia was aware
he struck the Ford. The Kia
driver then drove away to park
in another row at the opposite
end of the parking lot from

UPD.

The student waited to see

if the driver would report the
accident, but when the driver

be done in April, so we're about

same place," Carson said. "But

walked away, the student took

a

we can't start that until we finish

pictures of both vehicles and

Gamble because we need the
offices that people in Gamble are

their license plates.
Then,
he
reported

using all over campus."

accident to the police.

month-and-a-half

ahead

of

schedule with Gamble."
Gamble Hall, home of the
Languages,

Literature

and

Philosophy

department

and

•
the

and Bleicken

"Officers found the vehicle

one of the oldest buildings on

remained steadfast that both of the

parked in another area of the

campus, was in desperate need of

projects will soon be available for

campus,

their intended purposes.

Sullivan said.
Officers booted the Kia for

' Both

renovations. The building will now

Carson

so

they booted it,

house a new Writing Center and

"(The Learning Commons] was

a common area for students to sit

supposed to be done in January,

investigative purposes and took

and study.

and it's going to come in late.

photographs of the damages.

"With Gamble, you're going
to have modem classrooms and
American Disability Association

A computer-generated image shows what the Learning Commons will look like once renovations are
completed.

going to come in early."

So it's sort of balancing out,"

A note was also placed on the

Bleicken said, remarking on the

Ford to inform the owner his

least 40 points to qualify as LEED

hours and the most up-to-date

delays in the Learning Commons

vehicle has been involved in an

certified.

technology,"

construction.

accident.

accessibility. There's an elevator

The highly anticipated Learning

in the building now, and there

Commons will add an estimated

The Learning Commons will

"There will be rooms to practice

"We hope to have the ribbon

are ADA accessible bathrooms on

200 seats t o campus and will be

score between 60 and 79 points

presentations, and there will be

cutting before the end of the

owner of the Kia reported to the

both floors," Carson said. "The

located in th
e middle of Ar
mstrong,

and will have a m eter to show its

equipment to check out, including

semester, because what I really

police department to inquire

faculty will have better offices as

where

old bookstore and

energy usages and to calculate how

Macs and PC's. Also, the WiFi

am hopeful for is that before the

about the boot on his vehicle.

well. Also, you know how low

Information Technology building

much the solar panels are reducing

will extend outside, so people can

semester is out and before we

He said he figure it was due to

the ceilings were in the building

were previously located.

before? All of the ceilings have
been raised in Gamble."

the

The building will also be a gold
standard LEED-certified building,

Carson

said.

sit outside on the new tables, and

go into the summer, students 'him possibly being involved in
can actually get to see i t. I don't

a minor accident earlier in the

environmentally conscious.

and Wing Zone."

want us to go past the academic

morning.

The center will create a study

The Leadership in Energy and

center for night owl students, while

stopping

at

Commons

and

Armstrong's

growth
the

isn't

Learning

year without everybody getting a
chance to get in there," she said.

semester break, some of the vice

Environmental Design is a rating

also

presidents and I did a hard-hat

system designed to evaluate the

community with new technology..

tour. It will he sort of fun to

environmental

see who comes in first, because

a building, and the credits are

Gamble wasn't supposed to be

broken

individual

currently don't have. The Learning

done until June, and I think it's

points, with a building requiring at

Commons will have late night

"If we can work it out, we're

Festival

Wormsloe State Historic Site."

uniform and various battles

uniforms they were wearing

while two gentlemen played

Stationed near the front of

between the early settlers and

were as authentic as they could

a mandolin and a guitar. The

the park were folks wearing

the British. Among them was.

possibly be.

dancers invited attendees and

British

Armstrong's David Roberts of

FROM PAGE 1A
the powder with sand to make

into

Soldier

attire,

and

a sort of stucco. The oyster

curious

shells

gather every hour or so to

and

the

stucco

mix

on-lookers

would be used to make the

watch

walls," Wuest said, describing

muskets

the

would

volunteers

supplying

the

Hall,

"I'm not sure what they going to

and chose to leave, so he was

do as far as opening and operating,

issued a state citation, so he'll

students

motion to t urn the old Quiznos in

but it will definitely be finished

have to go to court for that,"

access to technology that they

University Hall into another coffee

before the end of the semester. It's

Sullivan said.

shop.

really something to look forward

give

Gamble

"Everything

about

the

Plant Operations, dressed in a

coats told about a person's

British Soldier uniform.

rank,

»

etcetera,"

he

said.

entertainment.
Everyone

also

had

the

Roberts, along with fellow

on

chance to take a little piece

[Stewart's] vest signifies that

of history home with them, as

the ruins. "The Noble Jones

the beginning and the end of

Mike Kinistler, offered stories

he is a sergeant [and] the lace

there were also people offering

family originally lived in the

the faire, the British soldiers

and historical facts about the

around

shows,

handmade wares from leather

from a distant, which regiment

to kitchen spoons and ladles

the person is in."

to quill and ink for writing,

house and later used the tabby

fired off cannons, which filled

politics

bricks to line the basement

the area with a thunderous

to

of their new house which the

"boom" sound.

Cornwallis and his men at

of

the

Revolution

an entire breakdown of

descendants of the family still

Three of the soldiers offered

Yorktown.

live in today right here, in the

a detailed description of their

Kinistler

Photos by Alex Pirtle
Music accompanied the festivities at Wormsloe, imitating the music styles of colonial
times.

example,

the

the

traditional

sash

buttons

Nearby,
"colonials"

commented

the

volunteer
danced
colonial

in

the
style

SECOND LOOK
;

other "colonials" to join in the

participants Ernie Stewart and

"For

The boot was removed by Lt.
Isaac Strickland.

to."

At

cannons.

"It was determined that he
did know he hit the other car

Carson added. There are plans in

"It's going to

Armstrong

firing

and

the

plus it's right next to the Quiznos

with a living roof and solar panels.

down

p.m.,

tire building's reliance on the

"Gamble is coming along just

of

12:30

power grid, cementing its status as

fine," Bleicken said. "After the

perfonnance

Around

all harkening back to colonial
times.

REVIEW1

We'll look back three years!
Bring us your 2009, 2010, 2011
and 2012 tax returns.

We find

others miss.

800-HRBLOCK
hrblock.com
1At

all Savannah, Garden City and Pooler
offices. Fees apply if you have us file a correct
ed or amended return. Results may vary. All tax
situations are different. Expires April 30, 2013.
OBTP#B13696 ©2012 HRB Tax Group, Inc.

Abrasions • Abscesses • Allergic Reactions • Allergies • Asthma •
Athlete's Foot • Back Pain • Bagel-Slicing Hand Injuries • Bee Stings •
Bladder infectipns • Blisters • Body Odor • Boils • Bowel Problems •
Broken Bones • Bronchitis • Bruises • BROKEN HEARTED • Canker Sores •
Carbuncles • Chemical Exposure • Chicken Pox • CHOCOLATE OVERLOAD •
Common Cold • Constipation • Conjunctivitis • Contusions • Cramps •
Cuts • Cystitis • Diarrhea • Congestion • Cough • Dehydration •
Dermatitis • Dizziness • Ear infection • Earache • Eye Infection • Face
Pain • Fever • Flu • food Poisoning • Fractures • Frequent Urination •
Fungus • Gashes* Gastrointestinal Disorders • Hay Fever* Headaches •
Head Lice • Heartburn • HOPELESSLY ROMANTIC • infections • influenza
• injuries • insect Bites * intestinal Pain • itchy Eyes • itchy Nether
Regions • itchy Nose • itchy Skin • Kidney Problems • Lacerations •
LOVE SICKNESS • Migraines • Mononucleosis* Mucus • Muscie Cramps •
Muscle Pain • Nausea • Neck Pain • Painful Glands • Painful Joints •
Painful Urination • Phlegm • Pink Eye • PMS • Pneumonia • PUPPY LOVE
• Rashes • Ringworm • Roadrash • Runny Nose • Salmonella Poisoning •
Scabies • Sinus Congestion • Sinus Infection • Sinus Pain Skin Allergies •
Skin infections • Sore Throat • Sprains • Staph infection • Stomach Ache
• Stomach Flu • Stomach Pains • Strains • Strep Throat • SWEETHEART
Swollen Glands • Swollen Joints • Swollen Throat • STOs • Tonsillitis •
Urinary Tract Infections • Viruses • Vomiting • Warts • Wounds • Etc.

No matter what's wrong,
let us take good care of you.
... UNLESS OF COURSE YOU NEED A LOVE DOCTOR. HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!

1 Joseph'siCandler
ST

immediate Care
Savannah - Midtown

Walk-ins always welcome!

Volunteer "colonials" fire era-appropriate muskets during a demonstration on Feb. 9
at Wormsloe historic site.

361 Commercial Drive at Eisenhower
Savannah, GA 31406
p-912-355-6221
getlMMEDlATEcare.com

Hftfl BLOCK

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED MINUTES FROM AASU
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED. WALK-IN CLINIC '
CARING AND CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT
HOURS:
Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 8:00 pm
Saturday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sunday 12:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Most insurance accepted - bring your inniiran,.
License. Please call with co^MtoS?.
Cash patients also welcome.
Questions.
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OPINIONS
Christians should behave like Christians
-A 3 AT

Campus
Voices
What is your least favorite
thing about Valentine's Day?

BY BRIT TANY COOK
copy.inkwell@gmail.com

When I was a lot younger and
under the rule of my parents, they
forced me to go to church every
Sunday morning and night and
every Wednesday night. Church al
ways came first no matter what, so
if my frie nds were hanging out or
throwing a birthday party or going
to the beach, I couldn't go. I had to
go to church instead.
This is par t of the reason why I
no longer attend church. The big
gest reason though is because I was
made to feel like an outsider while
I attended that church. I was older
than all the youth, and they had
their friends outside of church to
hang with.
Once someone even told me I
wasn't "happy enough" to be apart
of the church youth group while at
a Christian sports camp, so I was
locked in my room for the rest of
the trip to keep my "unhappiness"
from spreading.
Because I was ousted for not
being what they believed was the
perfect C hristian, I a m now ques
tioning my beliefs and refuse to be
apart of a church.
When I heard the Boy Scouts of
America are considering changing
their ban on gay memb ers, I was
thrilled. Finally, som e evidence of
Christians acting as God has in
structed — loving, op.en-minded,
accepting.
God's message isn't only meant
for people who believe in it already.

"It doesn't really bother me."
Beth Bartholomew,
math,
sophomore

lit
"I d on't like that it's an
obligatory day."

MCT

We, as Christians, were instructed
to "spread the word" to everyone
— not just th ose considered to be
"good" Christian people.
The supposed reason for keeping
gay people out of the Boy Scouts is
because they live a life of " sin," ac
cording to what I was taught as a
child.
Well... who isn't7
I was taught lying was a sin. Hav
ing premarital sex is a sin. C ussing
is a sin. Drinking is a sin. Anger is
a sin. Jealousy is a sin, and so many
other things are considered sins.
So I have one question that's
bothering me: if you believe t hat
homosexuality is sin and lying is a
sin, why a ren't liars b anned from
the Boy Scouts?
The Bible says t hat all si ns are
equal, so what makes homosexual
ity — the supposed "sin" we th ink
is worth eternal separation from
God and his followers, worth dam

nation in essence — so much worse
in our eyes than the other "sins" we
ourselves co mmit every day w hen
God doesn't see the difference.
We are supposed to spread the
word, not shield it from those we
deem unworthy. We are all unwor
thy, but God has seen fitto make us
worthy of his love, to allow us to be
worthy of his love.
Our goal is supposed to be more
like him, so why do we feel like we
know better than him?
I personally don't believe that be
ing gay is a sin. It's about as much
of a sin as ea ting ham. And how
many of you indulge in that par
ticular "sin?" Q uite a few, I would
guess.
The Old Testament teaches that
women should not be leaders in
the community or the church.
They should do as they're told. In
essence, they should be second-class
citizens, without a will or voice.-

Does SGA reflect you?

BY J EREMIAH JOHNS ON
chief.inkwell@gmail.com

Currendy Armstrong's Student
Government Association — the
body which dictates how our stu
dent activities fees are utilized — is
composed of four executive officers
and 30 senators.
Together, this group of intelli
gent and motivated student leaders
meet each Monday to discuss how
to enrich student life on campus.
However, through no fault of their
own, such a body fails to encompass
a legitimate representation of our
campus as a whole.
Each spring, SGA's executives
and senators are elected via an on
line ballot process. St udent's cast
their vote for president, vice presi
dent, secretary, treasurer and 30
senators who will serve th eir inter
est over the next academic year.
Usually there is some competi
tion among the executive officers,
who campaign throughout the
spring semester. But when it comes

to the Senate, with the exception of
a few of the seats, the positions typi
cally go to any student willing to fill
them.
Senators do not represent any
particular population of Arm
strong's campus, nor are they rep
resentative of any of our various
colleges. Senators simply apply for a
seat and are elected based on vote
counts. The senator with die most
votes gets a seat, the senator with
the second most votes gets the next
seat, th e third most ... an d so on,
with the final seat going to 30th
place.
Perhaps a better voting method
and a m ore realistic representation
of our student body as a whole
could be achieved if senators repre
sented the various majors at Arm
strong. Rather than the entire body
voting for every senate seat, biology
majors would nominate their can
didates and vote him or her to rep
resent their department specifically.
Restructuring SGA in this fash
ion could accomplish two objec
tives:
First, since a nursing major
knows what effects his or her de
partment better than a political sci
ence major does and the converse
for the political science student, bet
ter decisions would be made by our
SGA because their actions would
better reflect the entire community.
Secondly, students would likely
become more involved in the stu
dent political process. Information

would be communicated more ef
fectively with one person speaking
for and to a small segment of Arm
strong's population.
Students could directly tell their
representative how they should vote
on issues raised by SGA and hold
them direcdy accountable when
their representative fails to reflect
their department's voice.
However, such change is very dif
ficult to accomplish. Restructuring
SGA requires a majority vote by the
entire student body. Regardless if
students agree with this position or
not, I would encourage you to be
come more involved in , and aware
of, SGA's role on campus.
Otherwise, don't complain
when a fee you do not agree with
comes around in future semesters —
for your failure to remain informed
is a vote in favor of what you might
disagree with.

lottery

to the editor
The Inkwell welcomes and invites
letters to the editor. All submissions
must be 350 words or fewer, and
must be signfed.
Send your letter to Chief.lnkwell@
gmail.com. The Inkwell reserves the
right to edit for grammar, spelling
and style.

QC UNIV VV

Vta
JEREMIAH JOHNSON
fcf-rcnn

Editor-in-Chief
Chief.lnkwell@gmail.com

REILIY MESC0
News Editor
News.lnkwell@gmail.com
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Some of us have managed to
overlook t hose passages, siting the
belief those ideas were put into the
Bible because of the times in which
they were written. They didn't want
to scare people away from God's
word by sounding too radical — or
so was said in my church when we
elected a woman as our musical
director, who was later dismissed
for being associated w ith another
Christian church known to be
open-minded and accepting toward
the gay community.
Most Christians I've know have
managed to dismiss the charge that
women shouldn't be able to preach
or lead in the church. Why can't we
do the same for others? Why are we
so stuck in the past?
The Bible condemns the way
we've been acting, and it's time to
stop.
Luke 6:37 says, "D o not judge,
and you will not be judged. Do not

An APo|°gy

Keymia Morrow,
art education,

condemn, and you will not be con
demned. Forgive, an d you will be
forgiven."
Romans 2:1 says, "You, there
fore, have no excuse, you who pass
judgment on someone else, for at
whatever point you judge the other,
you are condemning yourself, be
cause you who pass judgment do
the same things."
I urge Christians to start acting
like Christians are supposed to act
— as God instructed us to act.
We are allequal in the eyesof the
Lord. Our sins are all equal in t he
eyes of th e Lord. He overlooks the
sins we commit and loves and ac
cept the sinners that we are. Why
can't we do the same?
So, Christians, stop acting like
you know better than God. You
don't. Stop acting like you're better
than they are. You're not. And start
being the people we were meant to
be.
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"I'd say that my least favorite
part is hearing single people
complain about it."
Travis Spangenburg,
theater,

"I h ate the flowers. I'm not a
big fan of red, so roses bother
me. The thing about flowers
is that I do n't even know if
any girls actually appreciate
them, but that's just based on
my experience. Plus they're
expensive and only last about
a week."

°f

Chris Durbeniuk,
English,
sophomore

The Inkwell Editorial Board
For our Feb. 7 edition, in
our Campus' Voices section,
we asked the Armstrong Com
munity what was their favor
ite Super Bowl Commercial.
Lt. Isaac Strickland of Arm
strong's Police Department
brought to our attention that
he was misquoted as saying
he liked the GoDaddy com
mercial. Strickland actually
stated he enjoyed the Dodge
commercial with Paul Harvey's
voiceover.
Upon further review, we
realized that all the quotes in
this section were misplaced
erroneously. We understand
that what we quote a member
of our community saying can
be interpreted by readers as

a reflection of that person's
character.
It was not our intention to
misrepresent anyone we quot
ed in this section. Our mistake
is inexcusable, and for it, we
are truly sorry. We thank all
our readers for their contin
ued support of Armstrong's
student newspaper. Please let
us know in the future if you
catch a mistake or just wish to
have us print what is op your
mind.
Again we deeply apologize
to all thpse who were misquot
ed last week.

M

"The line when we go to the
restaurant and the wait."
Charles Pace,
Computer Science,
sophomore

"Stale chocolate, all those weird
fruit-flavored chocolates aren't
particularly high quality."

Sincerely,
Jeremiah Johnson
Editor-in-Chief
The Inkwell

Andrew Andrulewicz,
theater,
junior

Dear Editor,
I wish to commend Hannah Shattuck for her fine writing styleand
logic that she displays in her columns. She is not afraid to speak the
truth, such as in her column entitled "Panetta Sacrifices Country for
Politics." S he doesn't just give us her opinion. She backs it up with
incisive facts that are oftenignored by the liberal media. She writes well
beyond her years. It is no wonder that she is a dual-enrolled student in
both high school and college. I have been out to the AASU campus
many times in the past 2 or 3 yearsand never miss a chance to pick
up a copy of the Inkwell, justas I did 40 years ago as a student. I also
commend the Inkwell for giving someone such as Hannah Shattuck a
voice. S he uses it well.
Mark Stall
Class of 1977

"With a, day like Valentine's
Day, I purposely try and do
the opposite of what you're
supposed to do on Valentine's
Day because I don 't ever want
to give anyone the impression
that I'm doing things just
because it's Valentine's Day."
Kahn Ow,
computer science,

upiriions ejprftsea ny column s?% e ter
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Distractions
Since no one asked you out, do this instead
DOWN:
1. The most famous of Valentine
symbols
2. A type of "answer day," which is
on March 14, to Valentine's day,
celebrated in Japan
4,1800s physicians prescribed
chocolate to patients ailing from this
"illness" (two words)
5. This royal officially declared Feb.
14 as the holiday of St. Valentine's
Day in 1537
7. St. Valentine is the patron saint of
lovers, engaged couples, greetings,
travelers, young people and this
10. In Wales, these were popular
Valentine's Day gifts and were
usually carved with hearts, keys and
keyholes to mean, "You unlock my
heart" (three words)
12. Casanova ate this instead of
champagne to induce romance
14. An alternative to Valentine's Day,
geared toward people who "resist
the tyranny of coupledom" (two
words)
15. City known as the "city of love
and romance"
16. 73 percent of people who buy
flowers are this gender
18. Eight billion of this Valentine's
Day inspired candies will be
produced in this year—enough
to stretch from Rome, Italy to
Valentine, Ariz. 20 times and back
again (two words)
19. Percentage of pet owners who
give Valentine's Day gifts to their
pets
22. Valentine's Day superstition
says that if a girl sees a goldfinch
on Feb. 14, she will marry this type
of man
24. Flower that means pure love on
Valentine's Day (two words)
26. Flower that means admiration
on Valentine's Day (two words)
29. The only Nordic country to
celebrate Valentine's Day
31, Young girls in Germany would
plant these on Valentine's Day and
place the name of a boy next to
them, believing they would marry
the boy whose name was nearest to
the first one to grow
33. The favorite flower of Venus, the
Roman goddess of love (two words)
40. This country banned Valentine's
Day cards, gifts, teddy bears and

other love tokens in 2011
42. An alternative to Valentine's
Day, which reminds people they
don't need to be in a relationship to
celebrate love and life

ACROSS:
3. The most extravagant and prolific
gift of love in history (two words)
6. St. Valentine is said to have
suffered from this ailment
8. A true love knot, or endless
knot of love, was a very popular
Valentine's Day gift in this country
and the U.S. in the 17th century
9. The creation of Valentine's Day is
blamed most often on this company
11. The ancient Romans celebrated
this feast on Feb. 14 in honor of
Juno, the goddess of women and
marriage
13. City where Shakespeare's
lovers Romeo and Juliet lived
17. The group who receives the
most Valentine's Day cards
20. Valentine's Day superstition sys
if a girl see this animal on Feb. 14,
she will marry a cheapskate who
will hoard all her money
21. Legend has it that the original
Valentine was a priest in this
city under the reign of Emperor
Claudius II because he performed
secret marriage rituals for young
soldiers who were ordered not to
become engaged or get married
23. The oldest surviving love poem
is written on this (two words)
25. The approximate number of
St. Valentines who have existed
throughout history
27. Said to be the most romantic
place to share candy
28. In the past, girls would eat this
on the eve of St. Valentine's Day.
If she dreamed of a boy that night,
it was believed she would soon be
married to him (three words)
30. Valentine's Day superstition
says that if a girl sees this type of
bird on Feb. 14, she will marry a
crime fighter
32. Man known as The world's
greatest lover"
34. Color that stands for strong
romantic feelings
35. 85 percent of all Valentine's Day
cards are purchased by people of
this gender

36. Young men and women would
draw names from a bowl in the
Middle Ages to see who their
Valentine, which would be pinned to
their sleeve for this amount of time
for everyone to see, inspiring the
expression, To wear your heart on

your sleeve"
37. When Valentine's Day was
first introduced to this country in
1936, it became wildly popular,
but a translation error made by a
chocolate company caused only
women to buy chocolates for their

spouses, boyfriends and friends
38. Produced the first box of
chocolates for Valentine's Day in the
late 1800s (two words)
39. Verona, Italy receives about
1,000 letters addressed to this
fictional character on Valentine's

Day
41. The only holiday that outsell
Valentine's Day in greeting cards
43. A ubiquitous Valentine symbol
(two words)
44. Ancient Aztec king who believed
chocolate would make him virile

Calamities of Nature by Tony Piro
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Answers to this week's Inkwell crossword puzzle, sudoku and kakuro can be
found on TheInkwellOnline.com. An interactive version of the crossword is a lso
availible online. All puzzles by Brittany Cook. Comics by MCT.
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Armstrong students show heart
By RYAN DICKY
Staff Writer

As Valentine's Day approaches,

storefronts turn shades of red,
white and pink. Shelves and
display racks are loaded up with
cards, balloons, flowers and
candy in anticipation of the
romantic holiday.
For many, Valentine's Day is
love of their significant other,
love of heart-shaped chocolates,
love of cards featuring a bowwielding angel of love.
But what about those who
have been seriously hurt by
the ones who are supposed to
love and cherish them? What is
Valentine s Day for those who
have suffered at the bruising
hands of intimate partner
violence? What about the child
who does not have the luxury of
wondering how much candy he
or she might receive because of
the mental and physical abuse
that has been his or her daily
life?
These are questions four
Armstrong students found
themselves asking.
Claudia
Alvarado,
a
sophomore studying cellular
biology; Gabrielle. Bulkoski,
a junior studying respiratory
therapy; Henry Laxson, a
freshman in the criminal justice
program; and fellow freshman
Jaycee
Jackson,
currently
studying
communications
sciences and disorders, work
as resident assistants in the

Students Kim Crabtree (left) and Amanda Brown (right) prepare Valentine's Cards for the SAFE Shelter Savannah.

Windward Commons.
As RA's, one of their
responsibilities is to come up
with programs and activities
that will immerse freshmen in
their new college life.
With the theme of leadership
and volunteerism, Alvarado,
Bulkoski, Laxson and-Jackson
wanted to do rpore than get
their residents up and out of
the dorm rooms — they sought
to create something that would
better both Armstrong and the
Savannah community.
Simply, Alvarado puts it this
way: "There's need out there."
Brainstorming ideas for a
campus outreach program,

their group found the' website
for SAFE Shelter Savannah, an
organization dedicated to the
fight against domestic violence.
This is how Share the Love
began.
The four RA's came up with
a list of necessary supplies
and got to work spreading the
word. Posters and flyers were
put up around campus, but the
majority of Share the ' Love's
participants found out about
the event via word of mouth.
"You really have to know your
residents," Bulkoski said.
Crammed in tight next to one
another, necks craned, wielding
pastel sheets of paper, colored

pencils and bottles of Elmer's
glue, Armstrong students spent
their evening making Valentine
cards for the women and
children at SAFE.
"The whole point is giving on
Valentine's Day," Bulkoski said.
The four RA's challenged
their classmates with the idea of
"It really doesn't take much."
"It's not about romantic love
— everybody deserves love," says
Laxson. "Just by doing this we'll
brighten people's spirits up —,
people who maybe don't have
anything to look forward to on
Valentine's Day."
For its four founders, Share
the Love's goal is to make sure

that those at SAFE Shelter who
are not necessarily expecting
any sort of gesture of love, know
that there are people out there
who are thinking about them.
Alvarado, Bulkoski,- Laxson,
and Jackson all agreed: If people
who have suffered abuse, like
those sheltered at SAFE, are
shown that there are people
out there who care about them,
regardless of familiarity, they
might be that much closer to
closing the wounds suffered by
abuse.
Windward
Commons
residents stepped up, with
seventy-four students stopping
by, giving some of their time

to make cards, and proving
Jacksun correct: "Armstrong
has
a
community - based
spirit. It's important to show
everyone."
Jackson followed this with
an apt simile: "You should
want to change the world,
person by person if you can.
Every person you help, they're
going to help somebody, and
that person is going to help
someone - it's like a chain."
Jackson was right — a chain
was formed. When asked about
Share the Love's efforts, SAFE
Shelter Savannah's executive
director,
Cheryl
Branch,
responded, "I like it when the
colleges get involved. It makes
me feel optimistic. It makes me
feel honored."
The cards will be delivered
to those at SAFE Shelter on
Valentine's Day, along with
bags of candy for the children.
The shelter's residents hav^
no notion of Share the Love's
4
efforts.
Looking to the future, the
hope is Share the Love will
become a yearly occurrence at
Armstrong.
"We
wanted
to
start
something — a tradition that
will hopefully keep on going,"
Alvarado said Alvarado.
Bulkoski agreed.
With such heart-warming
good will, hopefully Share the
Love will be a part of Armstrong
Atlantic's community outreach
in the years to come.

'Side Effects' leaves its mark Pirates dance night for blue, white
By TODD PER KINS

By JESSICA BRANN EN

Staff Columnist

Steven Soderbergh is one
of the most talked about and
respected filmmakers of the
past two decades, with a career
that includes small independent
films such as "Sex, Lies, and
Videotape" and "The Limey"
and big budget studio projects
like "Ocean's Eleven" and
"Magic Mike."
He
has
avoided
being
pinned down to having one
specific style and demonstrates
such versatility in his film
choices he never stays in one
genre. Soderbergh has stated
"Side Effects" will be his last
theatrically
released
movie
before he officially retires from
directing, and it is fitting a film
as smart and clever should be
the final entry in the stellar
filmography of one of the finest
filmmakers in recent time.
In the film, Rooney Mara
portrays Emily Taylor, who
has struggled with depression
while her successful husband
Martin (Channing Tatum) is off
serving time in prison for some
shady financial dealings. Once
released, the couple attempt to
start over and move on when
Emily's depression begins to
consume her.
After an accident in a
parking garage, Emily is forced
to meet with psychiatrist Dr.
Jonathan Banks (Jude Law)
and is given prescriptions for a
new pharmaceutical drug called
Ablixa. Soon after things take
a dark turn when someone is
murdered. Lies are spread, and
things are revealed to be not as
they seem.
There are many references
to other filmmakers sprinkled
throughout the film, such as
Alfred Hitchcock's opening
shot of "Psycho," which makes
it all the more enjoyable to fi m
buffs who are able to appreciate
them.
It
is
clearly
evident
Soderbergh and writer Scott
Z. Burns, who also worked
together on "Contagion, have
a natural chemistry together in

1

Staff Writer

Barry Wetcher/Courtesy Open Road Films/MCT

Jude Law, left, and Catherine Zeta-Jones star in "Side Effects," directed
by Steven Soderbergh, opening Feb. 8, 2013.

their storytelling abilities, even
though their approach may not
be for everyone.
. T here are plenty of twists
and turns, with some that seem
straight out of an '80s Brian
De Palma flick, but they are
executed so flawlessly it is easy
to forgive some plot elements
that seem over«predictable or
formulaic.
Soderbergh has a gift for
casting the perfect actors in
the right roles, and this cast
is no exception. Mara turns
in an impressively focused
performance as the female
lead, and she proves that her
work in "The Girl with the
Dragon Tattoo" was no fluke.
Law is similarly effective
as a clean cut do-gooder who
finds himself in the middle
of a bad situation. Law is a
fine actor who has been stuck
in supporting character roles
in movies such as "Sherlock
Holmes" and "Hugo," and is

finally given an opportunity
to take center stage where he
belongs.
Tatum does good work in
a limited role, and Catherine
Zeta-Jones is excellent as one of
Emily's former therapists that
may be more than what she
seems?
Soderbergh may not have
the box office appeal of a
Steven Spielberg or the cult
following of a David Fincher,
but after making sUch brilliant
and captivating films as "Out
of Sight," "Erin Brockovich,"
and " Traffic," there is no
denying Soderbergh is one of
the most gifted directors of this
generation.
"Side Effects" may not be the
most original movies of late,
but it is both intelligent and
entertaining while featuring a
stellar cast working with solid
material. This is a thriller both
fans of Soderbergh and cinema
alike should get a k ick out of.

Silver screen
4 out of 5 stars

Directed by Steven Soderbergh
Produced by Open Road and End Game Entertainment
Rated R for sexuality, nudity, violence and language
Starring Rooney Mara, Channing Tatum, Jude Law and Catherine Zeta-Jones
Now stowing at Carmike Wynnsong 11, Carmike 10, Spotlight Theatres
Eisenhower Square Cinema 6, Pooler Stadium Cinemas 12, Royal Cinemas
Pooler and Victory Square Stadium 9

Love was in the air at the
Blue and White Autism Speaks
party Feb. 9. The event was
held at 8 p.m. in the Student
Union Ballroom as a fundraiser
targeted to raise awareness for
autism. The Armstrong chapter
of Autism Speaks U put on
the charming festivities, which
also featured a Valentine's Day
theme.
The chapter joined forces
with Alpha Phi Omega, the
service-based coed fraternity
on campus. Sharon White,
media specialist and junior
at Armstrong, headed up the
fundraising aspects of the
shindig, offering blue and white
Valentine's themed portrait
packages for very affordable
rates through her budding
company, Kingdom Business
Media,
When asked why she chose
to help out, White remarked
she felt very inspired by the
cause and wanted to contribute
anything she possibly could.
She also felt it was important
for those in attendance to "get
their money's worth because,
after all, we are in a recession
and are college students."
Portions of the proceeds from
every sale were donated to the
local Autism Speaks chapter. In
addition to White's generosity,
funds were also raised at the
door via cover charges and
donations.
"This is the first event
that [Alpha Phi Omega and
Autism Speaks U] have worked
together on, and it's been a
huge success," APO treasurer
Stephanie Mitchell said.
Some of Alpha Phi Omega's
members are also involved with
Autism Speaks, and thought
the partnership would only be
appropriate given that both
clubs are service-oriented.
As the president of Autism
Speaks U Armstrong's chapter,
Latoriya Young was notably
moved to see all of the support.
Young herself has two autistic

Photo by Brittany Cook

APO hosted a Blue and White Valentine's Day dance in the ballroom
of the Student Union Feb. 9.

nephews and
was
visibly
passionate about the party's
objectives.
"Most of the members know
someone diagnosed with afltism
and are just as motivated to
support the cause as I am,"
Young said.
Autism Speaks is the No. 1
leader in raising money and
awareness for autism, and
Armstrong is fortunate enough
to host the only collegiate
chapter in the state of Georgia.
This is a relatively ' new
development as it became
official just last spring. This
particular chapter has been
markedly persistent in their
fundfaising efforts already. Last
semester they raised $1,000,
and this semester, they are
already nearing $700, thanks to
a generous donation.
In addition to fundraising,
Armstrong's chapter has been
diligently spreading awareness
throughout the community,
working with Belk, GAP and the
Kicklighter Resource Center.
"[N]ot only college students
should be breaking the silence
surrounding this illness," Young
said. "Families also need to get
involved."
Latoriya's
passion
for

the cause was undoubtedly
contagious. Roughly 50 students
showed up to lend support and
any money they could spare.
Students in attendance looked
positively smashing, dressed
to the nines in either blue or
white, depending on their status
as single or taken, respectively.
The
ballroom
was
appropriately themed with blue
and white balloons and white
flower petals sprinkled along
the floor. As students sipped
their sparkling "mocktails,"
everyone seemed to be enjoying
themselves.
One prenursing sophomore,
Molly Langan had several
friends with autism and felt
close personal ties to the cause,
in addition to a desire to party
with friends.
"I wanted to show my
support, but I also wanted to
dance all night," says Langan.
The collective goal of the
evening was to break the silence
and end the stigma surrounding
autism.
'The
event
overall
was
an astounding success and
generated discourse concerning
this sometimes neglected illness,
as well as provided an exciting
night out for all who attended.
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Students learn to dance
BY CHR ISTINA LAMA RRE

arts.inkwell@gmail.com

The Beta Alpha Chapter
of Hermandad de Sigma Iota
Alpha, Inc., hosted a night of
Latin dancing in the Compass
Point Clubhouse F»b. 8.
Dance lessons, and ethnic
refreshments were provided.
Lessons were taught by Joan
Montanez, member of Sigma
Iota Alpha and Etniliorene
Garcia,
the
founder
of
Armstrong's chapter of the
Phi Iota Alpha fraternity.
Montanez has a history
of dancing. She began as a
child, being taught by her
father in Puerto Rico. She
has been teaching dance for
about five years and currently
instructs the Zumba classes
at Armstrong's Student Rec.
Center.
"I love salsa and Latin music.
I just love it. I want people to
learn about our culture."
Garcia
graduated
from
Armstrong in 2010 with
a degree in radiology but
has returned to support his
.^sister sorority. He has taught
Latin dance at Armstrong's,

Savannah State's and Georgia
Southern's campuses, as well
as "Salsa Savannah."
With Honduran heritage,
Garcia grew up knowing
their local dances but later
expanded his expertise.
"I got into salsa in 2006 at
an HOLA event like this, and
I joined their dance group.
Since then, I ran with it."
Garcia acknowledges the
importance of these events,
and he hopes to plant a seed of
curiosity with the hope it will
grow and attendees will want
to go forth and learn more.
Spreading cultural awareness
was a big theme of the night,
and Garcia is evidence of their
impact.
Diana Pineda, social chair
of Sigma Iota Alpha, and a
junior history major, plans
on hosting these dance events
throughout the semester.
"Our sorority is big on
community and promoting
awareness of Latin Culture,"
Pineda said. "Music and
dance is one of the best ways
to do it."
In the spirit of spreading
awareness, Sigma Iota Alpha
preceded the dancing with a

history lesson.
"We are going to give
the history of the three
dances — the easiest to the
most difficult," Montanez
said. "That way they will
understand
where
[the
dances] came from, and
the way it's supposed to be
danced."
They started with the
Merengue, which "not only is
the easiest dance, it's a party
dance," Montanez said.
Originating
in
the
Dominican
Republic,
according to some of the
local folklore, merengue is a
dance dedicated to a wounded
warrior of one of the many
revolutions in colonial times,
which is the reason for the
slight limp step in the dance.
Batchata, also from the
Dominican Republic, was
once censored by dictatorship
but regained popularity in
the states in recent years.
Salsa, the most difficult, got
its name from New York, and
though it has influences from
many countries, including the
Dominican Republic,
Colombia and Puerto Rico;
Cuba is credited as it's

T h i n k Music

birthplace.
The night was full of
Latin rhythms and moves,
and attendees were enjoying
themselves.
Thalia
Ramirez,
junior
middle
grades
education
major, came to the event
because "[she] wanted to
distress."
Maria Coronado, sophomore
criminal
justice
major,
reflected on her childhood.
"When I was younger, we
would learn how to dance at
family parties ... I feel like
we learned to dance before
we learned
how to walk,"
Coronado said.
Tereya Smith, senior English
communications major and
Zeta Phi Beta member, went
to learn a few more moves and
give support.
"I know the girls in Sigma
Iota Alpha, and I came to
show support," Smith said.
As time flew by, the talent
in the room increased, and
daincers began to show off.
"It's the fact that I can share
my culture with people and
actually seeing them enjoy
it [makes this worthwhile],"
Montanez said.

$10 for 2: Salmon with rice and spinach
BY TI M FINLEY
Staff Columnist
This week's $10 for two Keep that up and eventually
goes a little over $10. But it's you will be able to give it a
Valentine's Day. Ladies and little toss and your done. Easy
Gentlemen, prepare a delicious as, well pie.
meal with your significant
For the butter sauce, there
other for a reasonable price.
are
many
variations out
Salmon and fresh spinach there. Some include fresh
has always had somewhat of a dill or parsley. Widely used
stigma for being a little pricey, in the restaurant business is
but the market has these items the Beurre Blanc. Made with
for a pretty fair price this reduce white wine, shallots,
week. If you dpn't like salmon, lemon zest, heavy cream and
just replace it with any seafood butter. This sauce is tricky and
can be expensive, but if you
you like.
With a little know-how, can master it, a beurre blanc
sauteed spinach makes a great would be a superb addition to
addition to any dish. The trick this dish.
Chocolate
dipped
is to start with a hot pan and a
little oil. If you load your pan strawberries are a very common
with too much spinach, just dessert for. Valentine's Day.
lift it with a pair of tongs and They are very easy to make and
gently place it right back down. sure to impress.

Photo by Tim Finley
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Courtesy Warner Bros. Records

BY SHA NNEE JHEUS
STAFF COL UMIST

Tegan^and ^ara - Heartthrob
Our favorite Canadian twin sister duo Tegan and Sara have
released their seventh album "Heartthrob". This album is full of fun
playful lyrics, with the sounds of 80's new wave and today's pop.
However, if you are looking for the usual Tegan and Sara sound,
this album may disappoint you. It is different than their previous
releases.
They changed from an inaie-rock vibe to a more pop vibe. They
added more synthesizers and electric elements to this album. It is
very,catchy yet simplistic, unlike the last couple of albums.
Though this is tough for some of their fans to grasp, Tegan and
Sara have evolved for the better. To keep people engaged and to
broaden their fan base, they had stepped their game up.
The lyrics are more sophisticated and engaging. This is a highenergy dance album that will keep you dancing in your room.
This album is about all the things that people can relate to: love,
love lost, self-doubt and being emotionally strong. Each one of these
songs is uniquely melodic.
Any of the songs on the album can put them at the top of the
charts. It's Tegan and Sara with a twist.

Local Natives - Hummingbird
After the success of Local Natives debut album, "Gorilla Manor,"
we have all been waiting for the release of their new album.
After a two-year hiatus, they have released the anticipated album
"Hummingbird."
This album starts with a soft melody, assisted with an enriched
falsetto. Kelcey Ayer shows his talent with the wide range of his vocals.
On the drums, Matt Frazier leads the music with cascading
melodies while the guitar, keys and vocals pleasantly harmonize
together. This is a mellow and smooth album.
A brilliant way to a successful album is with a catchy opening to
draw in listeners. The first track of this album is c hilling and it sets
the expectations for the rest of the album. In "You &. I," Ayer sings of
a powerful and evoking love that turns cold. He cries out, "The closer
I get, the farther I ha ve to go."
When listening to this track, you can hear the pain and confusion
in his voice. This song is full of passion of love and of pain. This
entire album is j am-packed with this kind of poignant passion.
"Hummingbird" is the kind of album you can listen to over and
over again. It's perfect for those nights you want to lay out under the
stars and get lost in music. Good Music.
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Ingredients:
•
•
•
•
•
•

.':/A A //:

2 cuts of salmon (about 8bz each)
2 tblsp butter
Juice from one lemon
2 cups water
A good handful of fresh spinach
1 cup rice

m

•

For the Desert:
•
•
•
•

1 carton of strawberries
1 cup semi-sweet chocolate chips
1 tblsp butter
1 / 4 c u p heavy cream (this isn't
necessary, but it tastes so good)

•vy/yy.

Dinner:
1. Season the salmon with a pinch of salt and pepper, and a
little lemon pepper.
2. Have a saute pan heating up on med high and set water and
1 tblsp of butter to boil in a saucepan.
3. Sear the salmon in the saute pan using just a s midge of olive
oil. Once you get a nice golden color, flip the salmon and set
it aside, covered.
4. Combine the rice with the boiling water, season with a little
salt and pepper and lemon pepper, stir, cover and simmer for
about ten minutes, or until cooked fo your preference.
5. Set a saute pan on high to mid high heat, with a little olive
oil.
6. Saute the spinach with a dash of salt and pepper and stir and
flip, then remove from heat.
7. Now plate up the rice, salmon and sauteed spinach, f
8. Using the same pan you cooked the salmon in, put a
tablespoon of butter and the juice of one lemon. Whisk
constantly.9. Drizzle the lemon butter over the salmon and
viola.
9. Drizzle the lemon butter over the salmon and viola.
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Get What You Need to go Further
Some things just make good sense, like learning the ins and outs
of being a college student before you hit any bumps in the road,
Get college smart from the start with First Class, Armstrong's
first-year learning community.

Dessert:
1. Set some water to boil in a saucepan
2. Using a metal or glass bowl, melt the chocolate, 1 tbls
of butter and heavy cream over the boiling water, stirring
constantly (be careful with this step, the steam will burn you,
and be sure not to let the chocolate stick to the sides of the
bowl.)
3. Dip the strawberries in the chocolate gnache and set them in
the fridge to harden for dessert.
4. Enjoy! And don't forget to sneak in kiss from that special
someone.

RST CLASS
ARMSTRONG'S FIRST-YEAR
LEARNING COMMUNITY

armstrong.edu/firsLclass I First.Year#armstrong,edu
First Class«the proposed Quality enhancement f%n lor Armstrong's reaffirmation of accre ditation occurring
tn 3019 by the Southern Association of Co ttages and Schools Commission on Cotogns (SACS-COC)
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ARIC MILLER
by the numbers
Senior guard Miller is experiencing
a record-breaking season. Here is a
breakdown of his performance so far:

Xm,

Total points
Miller became the 19th Pirate in history to attain over 1,000
combined collegiate career points, which he accomplished
during the game against the No. 1-seeded USC Aiken Pacers
Feb. 9 in Alumni Arena.

O R A Points
fciU«"Tper

ff1

r

wmm.

game

i
.<.,0 ^
^^o
A» 7 V ' ' V . ' ''
' •
Miller is averaging 25.4 points per game so far this season
and is ranked No. 2 nationally in points per game in t)II men's
basketball and ranked No. 1 in PBC. He is on pace to have
the third-highest, single-season point average in Armstrong
history and second-highest, single-season point average in
PBG history.
1

wmm
1 a. •

•

a
m

Record points

•

in Alumni
Arena
Miller hit another record Feb. 9 in Alumni Arena, scoring
39 points against the USC Aiken Pacers — an Alumni Arena
record. He broke the arena record, set by North Florida's
Jamaal Williams, of 36 points in a PBC tournament game
against USC Aiken in 1998 and the Armstrong record, set by
Daryl Williams against Fayetteville State in 20D3, of 33 points.

M:

PBC Player of
S& '€ the Week titles
mm

Bit#*

mm

Averaging 30.5 point in two league games.
Miller procured a third PBC Player of the
Jfr Week title Jan. 14. He also won the award
Nov. 26 for achieving the seventh tripledouble in PBC history and won the honor again Dec. 4. He is
the first Armstrong men's basketball player to win three weekly
awards in one season and only the second Pirate to be POW
three times in a career.

!Y BRITTANY COO K
:opy.inkwell@gmail c o m

When senior guard Aric Miller
:akes the court, he's not thinking
iboift how well he's going to per'orm or how many times he can
ret the ball. He's not thinking
ibout how many eyes are trained
an him or how to become the
jlayer of the week. He s not thinkng about how to break records or
row many points he s scored.
He only cares about playing the
;ame and his team winning.
"[Tjhe best thing about Aric

this year ... is he doesn't care
who scores. He's very unselfish,"
said head coach Jeremy Luther.
"There's been a lot of games where
teams have come out and focused
directly on him, and he's gotten ev
erybody else involved.
"He is completely sold out for
this team. He's completely sold out
for getting himself better. He's fo
cused, and he's one of the most un
selfish kids I've ever been around.
Usually when a guy's averaging 25
points a game, you think he might
be a litde selfish."
But not Miller.

Without even realizing, the
6-foot-3, Stone Mountain native
hit his 1,000th collegiate career
point during Feb. 9's game against
the Peach Belt Conference's No.
1-seeded USC Aiken Pacers; be
coming the 19th Armstrong player
to reach the milestone.
"The thing that sold me about
Aric is he views, an individual ac
complishment more as a team ac
complishment," Luther said. "He
says that all the time ... He under
stands the importance of a team.
He doesn't look at it as me, me,
me, me. He looks at it as a group

\

goal."
During his freshman year at
Bethune-Cookman
University,
Miller accumulated 100 points
and started in 15 of 28 games.
He added another 54 during
the. next season but wasn't play
ing as much as he'd like, so he
contacted Armstrong's assistance
coach Evans Davis, who originally
tried to recruit Miller out of high
school to play for the University
of North Florida, and transferred
to Armstrong for his junior year.
At Armstrong, Miller has start
ed in all 46 games the team has

played and accrued 860 point so
far, and although he's reached his
1,000th career point, making his
1,000th Armstrong point is more
important to him.
"I'm still happy that I ended
up getting 1,000 careen points,"
Miller said. "That's still a good
goal, but 1 do want to get a 1,000
here, which, in two years, is a lot
of points.
"That's one of the few accom
plishments I want, but if it comes,
it comes. If it doesn't, it doesn't.
"I'll be happy either way."
Miller has spent a lot of time

in the off-season and preseason
practicing.
"He's always in the gym," Lu
ther said.
When he shot 7 for 26 in the
game against Augusta, the next
morning Miller was back in the
gym.
"I usually get here after I drop
my son off at 8:30," Luther said.
"He was already in the gym, cor
recting his shot, shooting shots,
at 8; 30 the next morning, and he
was in there for about two hours,
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Pirate's repeat sweep, remain undefeated

Basketball
Women's
at Flagler
vs. USC Aiken
at Lander
. *

vs. Flagler

Men's
at Flagler
vs. USC Aiken
at Lander
vs. Flagler

L, 73-63
W, 69-67
Feb. 14
at 5:30 p.m.
Feb. 16
at 1:30 p.m.
«
W, 77-74
W, 90-87
Feb. 14
at 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 16
at 3:30 p.m.

To watch the Pirates at Flagler,
go to ustream.tv/landerathletics

Baseball
vs. Concord
vs. Concord
vs. Concord
vs. Augusta State
vs. Augusta State
at Augusta State

W, 5-4
W, 15-6
W, 8-5
Feb. 16
at 2 p.m.
Feb. 17
at 12 p.m.
Feb. 17
at 3 p.m.

Golf
Women's
at World Golf Village Invita
tional
3rd of 14 teams

Men's
at Matlock Collegiate Classic
Score comes in today

Softball
vs. Tusculum
vs. Lees-McRae
vs. Tusculum
vs. Lees-McRae
vs. Shorter
vs. Mars Hill
vs. Shorter
vs. Mars Hill

Feb. 9
Feb. 9
Feb. 10
Feb. 10
Feb. 16
at 11 a.m .
Feb. 16
at 3 p.m.
Feb. 17
at 11 a.m.
Feb. J 7
at 3 p.m.

Photo by Brittany Cook
Junior Juan Vera pitches during thp second inning of the last game of the series Feb. 10.

double into the gap, scoring hit from Chris Zittrouer, and
the runner at first for, an RBI. a base on balls for Will Thom
Armstrong went up 1-0.
as. However, Armstrong was
Later in the inning, Con not able to capitalize on their
cord would load the bases with opportunities and hit two fly
two one-play hits by a pitch outs to end the inning.
No. 23 Chris Zittrouer slides into third base against Concord
4
and another awarded a base
University.
The top of the fourth saw
on balls. That put Armstrong's Concord put numbers on the
ting him into full count situ-, Cody Sherlin at bat where he board with a two run homerun
BY AL AN SMITH
ations two times, with fresh racked up a full count before tightening the game at 5-2.
Staff Writer
man Cody Sherlin getting the hit a drive to left center scor
The next action occurred in
walk and stealing second. Un ing two of the runners on a the top of the fifth when the
fortunately, the other three at double.
Pirates gave up a hit to deep
Armstrong baseball took on
bats for the inning ended in
The luck continued for Arm center field for a double. They
the Concord Mountain Lions
strike outs for the Pirates.
strong batters when Chase would continue with a sacri
for the third and final game
Back on defense for the Butler took the plate and hit fice bunt to move the runner
of the series Feb. 10 at Pirate
top of the second, the Pirates another double to left center, to third and a sacrifice fly to
Field.
were once again successful in scoring another two putting score the runner making the
In the top of the first, the
holding the Mountain Lions, the Pirates up 5-0. The Pirates game 5-3.
Pirates held Concord to two
allowing only one hit while have been very successful so
This did not hurt the Pirates
hits and no runs keeping the
they caught that same base far this season, which Chris or dampen their winning atti
contest within reach for the
runner with a lead too far Zittrouer attributes it to. work tude.
Pirates to take the lead. The
from the bag. The third out ing as a team.
"Being that it was the last
Pirates knew they needed to
came from an uncaught third
"We did a lot of team ball game of the series and we had
keep their heads in the game.
strike where the runner was things today like bunting a already taken the win for the
"Being that it was the last
caught at first.
runner up a base or hitting Series, it was especially impor
game of the series and we had
The bottom of the second a ball to certain spots on the tant to stay focused on finish
already taken the win for the
would prove to be a very pro field to get a runner to score."
ing the games," Thomas said.
series, it was especially impor
ductive inning for the Pirates.
In the top of the third, the "Three game sweeps are huge
tant to stay focused on finish-,
With a good hustle «to the Pirates forced the Mountain later down the road and hope
ing the games," infielder Will
bag, Clayton Miller beat the Lions to go three up and three fully our efforts will continue
Thomas said.
throw to first with a single to down on one strikeout swing to put us in a place to win."
The bottom of the first,
start for Armstrong.
ing and two fly outs.
Concord would not make
the Pirates forced Concords'
During the next at bat,
The bottom of the third was it an easy victory, loading the
pitcher to-do his job by put
Chris Zittrouer slammed a productive the Pirates with a bases in the top of the sixth

with no outs. They brought
a run home and pushed the
score to 5-4 in favor of Arm
strong. bringing a run home
find pushing the score 5-4
Armstrong. The Pirates pulled
it together allowing only one
run in what could have been a
vei;y dangerous inning.
Armstrong pulled ahead
with two runs in the bottom
of the sixth and one in the
seventh going up 8-4. The
Mountain Lions had a chance
to rally in the top of the ninth
when they scored a runner and
got three hits but were halted
by the Pirates' defense for yet
another win for Armstrong.
For Miller, the second in
ning was the key to victory.
"We had a big second in
ning today in which our team
was able to score runners once
they reached on base," he said.
"We had several big hits that
made the difference in the
end."
With the win the team is
also looking forward.
"Three game sweeps are
huge later down the road and
hopefully our efforts will con
tinue to put us in a place to
win," Thomas said.

Tennis sets tone for another championship

Women's
at USC Aiken
vs. Kennesaw St.
vs. Saint Leo

W, 9-0
W, 7-0
W, 8-1

Men's
vs. USC Aiken
vs. Saint Leo

W, 9-0
W, 9-0

Intramurals

a
Photo by Brittany Cook
Using a backhand stroke, Clara Perez returns the ball against Saint Leo Feb. 10.

Co-Rec Basketball
George Sucks
Raining 3's
Brick House
The Fightih Sam Axleys
firebreathingrubberduckie

4-0-0
2-2-0
2-2-0
1 -3-0
1-3-0

3-0-0
3-0-0
2-0-0
1-0-0
2-1-0
1-1-0
1-1-0
1-1-0
1-2-0
1-2-0
0-2-0
0-2-0
0-2-0
0-2-0

Women's Basketball
Sloppy Joes
Team Takeover
,
HAM
Emily and Company
AST Anchors

BY CH ARLETTE HALL

sports.inkwell@gmail.com

Men's Basketball
Team Elite
Da Pote
Alex's Friends
Goon Squad
Team Stacked
Transformers
SHOWTIME
RBW
Z Bo
Boondocks
Caucasian Invasion
Pikes
Gunk Boys
Kappa Sigma

Senior Daniel Regan prepares for a serve, one of the many that led to
the winning of his match.

3-1-0
3-1-0
2-2-0
1-2-0
0-3-0

Armstrong's tennis teams
are coming off an amazing
season, winning the national
championships last year. This
year should prove no differ
ent with both teams returning
many of their players from last
season.
The team has been work
ing very hard preparing for
this-season. They know that
with the added pressure of be
ing the defending champions,
they will have to work that
much harder to get back in the
winner's circle.
"We have been working very
hard in the conditioning part,
like tunning, lifting weights
and trying to play matches as
much as possible," said sopho
more Clara Perez. "It was dif
ficult for us to be 100 percent
in the fall since we don't play

as much' in the spring. Also,
we have been working, each of
us, individually in the parts we
have to improve in our game."
The Pirates' effort has paid
off in their first week of com
petition. The defending cham
pions took on USC Aiken in
their season opener Feb. 6. The
girls got out to an early lead,
sweeping the doubles 3-0. The
team closed out the match, go
ing 6-0 in singles.
Barbora Krtickova, the No. 1
player for Armstrong, won her
match 6-2, 6-2 against USC Ai
ken's Margot Simon.
Aleksandra Flipovski only
lost one game in route to her
6-0, 6-1 victory.
Marlen Hacke defeated her
opponent 6-1, 6-2.
Perez was victorious over
Shauna Williams 6-0, 6-3.
Natasa Vukovic came out on
top in her 6-2, 6-2 win.
And
Jessica
Gardefjord
didn't lose a game, serving up

a double bagel in her 6-0, 6-0
defeat.
The men's team won in the
same fashion, without drop
ping a match. The team swept
their doubles play and went on
to capture all of theif singles
matches.
Georgi
Rumenov battled
out a hard fought match in the
No. 1 slot, to take a 6-1.6-7, 1210 win over Kevein Zerath. The
No. 2 player for Armstrong,
hiatus Mydla, outplayed Pat
rick Stiebiriger to win his
match 6-3, 6-1.
Daniel Regan won his 6-2,
6-2 match easily. Pedro Scocuglia garnered a 6-2,6-3 victory
while Jaan Kononov was tested
in his 6-4, 0-6, 12-10 defeat of
USC Aiken's Andy Quirk. Pab
lo Gor took out Bruno Orlandini in-his 6-3, 6-1 win.
The women's team hosted
Kennesaw State Feb. 8 . and
won all of their matches to
claim the 7-0 victory. Both
teams took to the court Feb.
10 to face off against St. Leo.
Once again, the team proved
to be formidable, knocking out
their opponent convincingly.

The women's team dropped
one match while the men won
all of their matches. The team
has been handling the pressure
of being the defending cham
pions the only way they know
how — by winning.
"There is always pressure,"
Regan said. "Players are always
looking to come after you es
pecially with how dominate we
were last year."
They are using last year's
success as motivation but at
the same time trying not to
dwell on their past accomplish
ments.
"I just think about the great
feeling we had last May, and
I want to have it again. That
is my only motivation," Perez
stated. "I learned that hard
work pays off and that all we
suffer every day is worth it.
That is why I don't mind do
ing it again, because I want to
win, and I want us to be the
best again,"
"We have good expectations
this year. It's a new year, and we
have new players. Last year was
a great experience, but we can't
keep thinking about last year,"

Scocuglia said. "There an
or seven really good team
we have to keep working h<
Working hard is one oi
team s strongest characi
tics.
Physically, we have 1
getting up at 6:30 in the m
tug for workouts, Regan :
"We keep referring to last
but we replaced a coupl
players. We have some fi
men so we need our senio
step up."
The women's team only
one player, so they have n
returning players.
"It is always good to I
returning players because
know each other, wlrich h
us on the court. We lost [K
leen Henry], which was
important," Perez said, 'i
had a lot of experience,
now we have to take whai
learned to show to the
players."
The tennis teams won
three of their matches for
opening week and will ]
their next home match aga
G layton State Feb. 24 at ;
P-m. at Bacon Park.
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Lady Pirates upset USC Aiken in overtime
Women's basketball takes historic win

Photos by Brittany Cook

The Lady Pirates defeated the first top five-ran(red opponent in
program history during their match against the USC Aiken Pacers in
Alumni Arena Feb. 9. The Lady Pirates has a come-from-behind win In
overtime, upseting the Pacer 69-67.

BY CHARLETTE HALL

"I think we defended the

sports.inkwell@gmail.com

remaining in regulation.

missed both," Schmidt said. "I

"We knew they weren't go

this game. We put everything

pick and roll in the first half

Carlson stopped the Pac

told her that if she ever came

ing to give it to us; we were

out there and were on the

^exceptionally well, Snd that

ers' run with a three-pointer.

basketball

here, she better make both,

going to have to take it from

same page and stayed together

was probably our No. 1 key

Klewichi-McNutt

team took to the court in

and she did."

them. That was the last state

the whole entire night."

to the game was just how we

more point off a made free

Alumni

to

The Pacers could not get a

would be able to get on top

throw shot to bring the game

take on USC Aiken, the No.

shot to fall as time expired in

of hall screens. We did a good

to a score of 59-55. With less

2-ranked team in the Peach

regulation sending the game

"Stephenie is one of the

teams in the PBC and the No.

job of that," said head coach

than 50 seconds, Wells made

Belt Conference and the No.

to overtime. The Pacers hit a

quickest kids in the league.

5 ranked team in Division II

Matt Schmidt.

a steal, which allowed Stephe-

three but could not stop the

When she is able to get pres

play, which is the first top-five

nie Coney to make a bucket in

Lady Pirates on offense.

sure on the other team, it

win in program history. •

The

women's
Arena

Feb.

9

5-ranked team in Division II
Overall play.

When the second half got
underway, the Pacers extend

added one

transition.

ment I made before coming
out for the second half.

Coney nailed a three to put

causes

problems

for

The Lady Pirates were able
to knock off one of the top

them

"It feels good, but it's frus

the Lady Pirates back on top.»

and takes them out of their

trating," Schmidt said. "It's

Carlson tagged on two more

rhythm.

great to beat a team like USC

The Lady Pirate were 2-10

ed their lead by 10 points to

in conference play going into

make the score 43-33. But not

USC

the matchup and were also in

to be outdone, the Lady Pi

missed a baseline jumper that

points with her

the midst of a four-game los

rates put together their own

would have made it a two-pos

throws, and Coney added an-,

ing streak, but the squad was

played tonight did something

cause we know that we can

run.

session game.

other point from the line with

positive. Tyler Carlson hit big

play against any team in the

The score was 59-57 when
Aiken's

point

guard

made

free

"Every

single

player

that

Aiken, but it's frustrating be

able to snap back against the

Mauri Wells hit a jumper,

Coney drove the ball and

free throws; Candace Carre-

heavily favored USC Aiken in

league. We just have to keep

followed by consecutive three-

drew a foul, sending her to

The three free throws guar

ras was making shots. Demi-

overtime 69-67.

on battling the rest of the

point shots made by Tpri Kle-

the line. Coney, who did not

anteed victory for the home

sha Mills playing hard and of

year.

The Lady Pirates held their

wicki-McNutt and Tyler Carl

score during the first half,

squad with a final score of 69-

course Mauri Wells."

own against their prolific op

son. The Lady Pirates cut the

came through again for the

67.

ponent throughout the first

lead to two points, making the

Lady Pirates by draining both

The team was down going

only seconds remaining.

»

The win was great for the

Coney had nine points on

Lady

Pirates'

squad.

The

half. When one team knocked

score 43-41 with 12:33 left on

free throws to tie the game at

into halftime but knew they

the night, while Mills and Klewicki-McNutt had 15 points

down a shot, the other team

the clock.

59. She was sure of herself at

would have to battle hard for

each.

responded by doing the same.

USC

the line.

the win.

points, and Wells garnered 11

"I'm just as happy if not

"We've talked about teams

points in the historic victory.

happier for the women's team.

that make runs and how we

The team had no doubt they

That was a great win. Matt

have to combat their runs,"

would pull off the upset.

does a g reat job. They've been

Although the

teams

were

Aiken had

a

nine-

point advantage with less than

"I was comfortable," Coney

able keep the score close, the

six minutes in the game. Kle-

first half was low scoring. The

wicki-McNutt drained back-to-

Pacers were able to capitalize

back three-point shots to cut

when I recruited Stephenie

Schmidt said.. "For the most

off of an offensive puthack by

Lady Pirates' deficit to make it

Coney when she played down

part

Emily O'Rourke at the buzzer

a three-point ball game. USC

to put USC AikerPup 28-23 at

Aiken went on another run

the half.

and was up 59-51 with 2:23

said."I was confident."
"1 was

confident because

up and down with injuries.
I'm proud for him knocking

in central Florida, she had

fought. We may not have al

Coney said. "When we were

off the No. 5 team."

a chance to win the game at

ways executed well, but we al

down

the free throw line, and she

ways fought.

knew we didn't want to lose

at

halftime,

In

excitement for the team.

Jeremy Luther expressed his

the

has

knew.

12

locker room, we were ready,"

team

team

notched

always

our

"My

Carlson

men's basketball head coach

we

just

Pirates dominate Pacers 90-87
Men's basketball gets seventh consecutive win at home
another

BY CHARLETTE HALL

jumper to end the

Pacers' run. A jumper by An-

sports.inkwell@gmail.com

troine

game 71-67.

all about learning from your
journey throughout the year.

two-made

The Pirates maintained the

free throws by Miller and two

lead until the very last minute.

times so I was confident we

free throw shots by J.C. Winn,

With 1:00 left on the clock,

were gonna make a play to get

ball team hosted the No. 1

the Pirates pulled within four

the game was tied at 85.

the victory."

ranked team in the PBC Feb..

points of the Pacers at 30-34.

Armstrong's men's basket

Williford,

points to gain control of the

The Pacers' Re'mon Nelson

We've been there so many

The win was huge for the

19. USC Aiken had a s ix-game

The game was very intense

winning streak coming into

leading up to halftime with

with 39

the matchup while the Pirates

the Pirates trailing the Pacers

to put his team up by two.

easy task but having a player

wanted to build on their one-

53-47.

As time wound down, Miller

like Miller makes it a little less
challenging.

made two free throw

shots

squad. Being able to knock

seconds remaining

off a No. 1 team is never an

after

"One of the things I ad

was able to isolate himself

dropping a game at UNC Pem

dressed at halftime was our

from his defender and drain

Miller's 39 points set the re-'

broke Feb. 2.
The squad fought hard for

emotional play," head coach

a three-point shot with 17 sec

cord for most points scored by

Jeremy Luther said. "I have no

onds left.

their 90-87 victory while Aric

problem playing emotionally,

Miller broke the record for

but we had to direct the emo

most points scored by an Arm

tion at ourselves — be happy

game

winning

streak

The spacing was a great op
portunity, and Miller took it.

an Armstrong player in Alum
ni Arena history.
"I didn't even know

the

"I was looking to drive for

record was that low," Miller
said. "I thought it was higher."

for Kenning Bellinger when

my shot, but I saw their big

he makes a shot, be happy

man switch for a second, and

His

in atten

for Aric Miller when he gets a

he was almost at the free throw

towards

dance, the arena was loud and

stop or a rebound and makes

line," Miller explained.

points. Miller is on track to

filled with rowdy spectators,

a bucket and be happy for An-

The team went on to secure

score 1,000 points for Arm

which added to the intensity

tione, but don't make a buck

the win with two-made free

strong before the season ends,

on court. The game got off to

et and start pointing at the

throws by Antrione Williford.

needing less than 200 points

a fast start with both teams set

crowd. I said let's be inwardly

Although the team got the

ting a rapid pace. Armstrong

emotional. When we win, we

win, they definitely felt the

"That is one of the few ac

can be outwardly emotional to

game slipping away in the fi

complishments I want, but

the crowd, but let's keep the

nal minute.

if it comes, it comes. If it

strong player in Alumni Arena
history.
With 900

fans

scored first off of a layup by
Kenning Bellinger II. USC Ai
ken was quick to answer with
a three-pointer by Santoine
Butler.
Both teams went back and
forth,

exchanging shots

for

the first six minutes until the
Pirates built up their biggest
lead of the first half at 22-16.
But the Pacers came roaring
back with a 13-0 run.
With the score at LL-l. ,
Bellinger

II knocked

down

emotions positive."

"When they started making

The advice worked, and the , that run towards the end and
team came hack out strong.
Miller,

Bellinger

II

and

before I knew it, it was tied
up," Miller'said. "I knew we

Winn all made great offensive , had to fight.
plays

while Darius

39

points
his

also

overall

goes

t

career

to do so.

doesn't, it doesn't, I'm not
a selfish player at all. 1 like
passing and when guys start
to double me, I need to learn
how to find other guys."

Morales

"The season itself has pre

and Eric Eversley played hard

pared us for this. It's our fifth

moves to No. 1 in the PBC's

With

the

win,

the

team

and got stops on the defensive

two- or three-point win," Lu

East Division of the confer

end. The Pirates were able to

ther said. "We beat Augusta by

ence and to No. 4 in the PBC

regain the lead with 13:24 left

two, Young Harris by two; we

overall standings.

in the game. They managed

beat Flagler by three and Clay

now 13-7 overall and 9-4 in

to stretch their lead by four

ton state at the buzzer, so it's

conference play.

They

are
Photo by Brjttany Cook

No. 32 Senior Antroine Williford leaps for an easy, uncontested
bucket.
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SPORTS
Former Armstrong athletes
get inducted into Hall of Fame

Lady Pirates take down Bobcats, stay perfect
first base beating the throw for

BY ALAN SMI TH
Staff Writer

a s ingle.'
Mercer,

'
sophomore

short

stop for the Pirates, continued

rates defense. The Pirates put

to center field for out number

ting Lees-McRae three ,up and

three.
In the bottom of the third,

three down in the bottom of
the first,

the Pirates yet again took Lees-

The top of the second in

McRae for three up and three

field Feb. 9 at 11 a.m. and

strong with a ,line drive to left

ning saw two Pirates players,

Feb. 10 at 3 p.m. in an at

field through, the gap between

Brittany Cooley and Heather

down.
Wilke stated that one of the

tempt to keep their winning

the third baseman and the

Ellis, take bases on balls, but

keys to winning the game was

streak alive. They came away

shortstop for a single while ad

the offense was not as high-

to "make sure we adjusted to

with blowout wins against the

vancing Roth to second base.

powered as it was in the first

the pitching and to stay up.'

The Lady Pirates took the

Tusculum Pioneers and LeesMcRae Bobcats.

the hitting trend

for

Arm t

However, Hannah Reppert,

with the Pirates, grounding

In the top of the fifth in

freshman first baseman, hit a

out twice and hitting a line

ning, Roth and Mercer hit

The Pioneers

fell to the

fly ball to right field for the

drive to the shortstop for the

back-to-back doubles

Lady Pirates 6-3

Feb. 9 and

third out of a very productive

third out.

runners at second and third

to put

3-2 Feb. 10, and the Lady Pi

inning putting the Pirates up

With the toJ> of the third

with no outs. Cooley hit a

rates overtook the Bobcats in

with an 8-0 lead over the Bob

the Pirates took to bat again

double to the fence with one

five innings .9-1 Feb. 9 and

cats.

and got two quick outs in re

out scoring two putting the Pi

turn.

rates up 10-0.

Haley Ellis commented on

10-0 Feb. 10.
In the first inning of Feb.
10's matchup against the Bob

the teams feelings after such a
productive first inning.

Alexis Mercer was able to
put the ball between the third

The

Pirates

secured

two

quick outs in the fifth, let up

the

baseman and the shortstop for

for a bit allowing two hits, but

top of the first as the away

tempo drastically. It got us.

a single and the next batter,

then secured the win with a

team in this tournament game

pumped, and it got the crowd

Reppert, hit a ground ball to

ground ball to shortstop.

putting on a two out rally.

involved. It

the

the third baseman, which was

"The motto 'Jump on them

game fly by. It just became a

bobbled at first allowing her to

quick, and stay on top" was

more fun, relaxed game."

reach first on the error.

cats, the Pirates started at the

Bethany Wilke got the ball
rolling when she hit a ground

"It

definitely

also

raised

made

er to the shortstop with a full

While the game may have

count to get a single and ad

become more relaxed, the Pi

The success would not last

truly

shown in this game,"

Heather Ellis said.

with the'next batter flying outf

vance the runner. The next
batter up, freshman catcher
Photo by Alex Pirtle
Select alumni students attended a reception in the ballroom to
receive awards for being inducted into the Armstrong Hall of Fame.

Haley Ellis, hit the ball into
short center field, grabbing a
single and an RBI.
Freshman

utility

player

Heather Ellis was able to lob
home runs per game for the 2002

BY DE ONTAE PH ARR
Staff Writer

the ball over the second base•man and hustle down the line

season.
"No, 1 truly did not believe I

for another RBI single. With

Armstrong proudly inducted a

would ever be inducted into the

two outs still on the board,

new class o f alums into their Ath

Hall of Fame," Stacey Haynes

. Celia Blome stepped to the

letic Hall of Fame Feb. 8 in the Stu

Richardson said. "But Isee tha t I

batter's box and with a full

dent Union BaEroom. Handled

am truly blessed and thankful to

count took a fourth ball to

by a Hall of Fame committee, this

be here. Everything I've done play

walk to first and load the bas

group was speciaUy chosen to be

ing softbaE was amazing. Being an

es for the Pirates.

honored on this night because of

AE-American player and playing

With a good scoring oppor

the extraordinary skiEs they dis

with such a team will forever stay

tunity balanced with the two

played throughout the course of

with me in my memories. Tonight

outs on the board, Armstrong

their coEege career.

is an amazing night, andIam hon

senior outfielder Shelby Duff

ored to be here. "

hit a grand slam, which trav

The recipient of the Service Ci
tation Award was also included in

Coming from Kiev, Ukraine is

eled over the centerfield wall

the ceremony, which is given to

the diree-year standout tennis play

of Pirate field as well clearing

one special person for their resil

er, Iuliia Sherrod Stupak. Earning

the bases and put the Pirates

ient dedication and service to the

die No. 1-ranked singles player in

ahead 8-0.

Armstrong Pirates. The night was

2008 for NCAA Division II, Stu

Next at the plate for Arm

an extraordinary night for the Hall

pak became the International Ten

strong was freshman utility

of Fame Class of 2013.

nis Association's National "Player

player Peyton Roth who put
down a bunt and hustled to

The group of inductees includ

to Watch" in 2006, and in two

ed women's soccer player Kristin

years' time, the ITA National Se

Burton, men's basketbaE player

nior of the Year i n 2008. On top

Mike Pringle, softbaE player Stacey

of that, she helped guide the Pi

Haynes Richardson, women's ten

rates to the 2008 NCAA Division

nis player Iuliia Sherrod Stupak

II National Championship.

and the late Armstrong professor,

As the ceremony officiaEy start

coach and administrator George

ed, aE of the inductees were indi-

Bedwell, who was die recipient of

viduaEy honored by a companion

the Service Citation Award.

of theirs and they soon took the

Before

the

ceremony

com

Pholo by Brittany Cook
The Lady Pirates close out their three game series against Lees-McRae Feb. 10.

Baseball is back with arrival of spring training
BY DA LTON JOHNSON
Sports Columnist

stage for a speech.

It's a time for Arizona and

new "Stars Wars".

Jose Reyes, Mark Buehlre, Josh

Florida to he the Disneyland

The Dodgers are the new

Johnson and Emilio Bonafi-

of baseball. Some teams share

team picking from their money

cio from South Beach j:o our

facilities as if they are a Littke

tree, but the original "Evil Em

neighboring country. To top

League team sharing the local

pire" has just as much to prove

that off, Toronto also picked

park. Well, that is if the park

out in Florida. The New York

up All-Star game MVP, Melky

menced, the inductees aE mingled

Unfortunately, men's basketbaE

together in the Armstrong Student

player Mike Pringle was not able to

After having to deal with

Union and reminisced on their ca

make it due to family troubles. He

another PED scandal, baseball

is full of perfectly constructed

Yankees find two of their great

Cabrera —

reers.

sent his apologies for his absence

fans finally have a reason to

fields with resources to help

est players in retirement homes

in more PED trouble —

"It's a tremendous honor being

and gratitude to everyone for al

smile again. The sky may not

you in all your abilities.

doing water aerobics with Bet

last season's NL Cy Young win

here," said soccer star Kristin Bur

lowing him to have such an honor.

be full of sunshine, but with

Most of all, spring training

ty White.

ner, R.A. Dickey.

ton. "WhenIlook back and think

Pringle starred for the "Runnin'

pitchers and catchers official

is a time for big story lines to

Well not quite yet, but the

We know we already love

about being a part of and winning

Pirates" for two seasons at Arm

ly reporting to camp Feb. 11,

boom. The off-season dramati

return of Derek Jeter and Mari-

maple syrup, but the Blue Jays

cally changed many teams.

, ano Rivera coming off of their^

might force us to auto-tune

though he may be
and

the first championship in our pro

strong and earned AE-America

spring training ha§ started and

gram's history, it will be my biggest

honors for both years. He also be

baseball is back.

and most favorite memory of them

came the first Pirate to earn the At

Spring training is baseball

all."

lanta TipOff Club Georgia Player

at its purest form. The atmo

blue.

Magic

For once, the Yankees de

Spring training is a sign the

of the Year award.

sphere is fun and players feel

Johnson brought in his own

cided not to hand out millions

cold winter months are almost

Kristin Burton had quite the

Arizona will be full of Hol
lywood stars dressed in Dodger
New

co-owner

injuries is a key piece to the

"Oh Canada" after this season

success of the Yankees season.

too.

steEar caree r as a Pirate, which al

Ending the ceremonious night

back at home on the diamond

new Hollywood cast and this

of dollars to the top free agents

over. The grass seems greener,

lowed her to be the first inductee

with a speech was Pamela BedweE,

with a sense of youth and the

spring will be the first of the

this off-season and that deci

and the air smells fresher. It's

from the Armstrong women's soc

who spoke on behalf of her late

first smell of the grass. It's a

record-breaking $217 million

sion, along with their health,

a great opportunity for young

cer program.

husband, George BedweE, who

time for fundamentals, winds

single-season Dodgers.

will be one intriguing story to

faces to prove themselves and

sadly passed away last September.

sprints and split-squads games.

watch.

for teams who underachieved

She is the Peach Belt Confer
ence's all-time leader in goals scored

WhEe

reminiscing,

BedweE

Players do not have thou

Finally, we

will see Matt

Kemp, Hanley Ramirez, Andre

Will we have to learn the

The Harbaughs were great,

last season to start anew.

(95) and points scored (225), along

proudly remembered the philoso

sands of eyes fixed on them,

Ethier, Carl Crawford, Josh

metric system and the words

with being a three-time PBC Player

phy her husband lived by every

and baseball is fun again. They

Beckett, Adrian Gonzalez and

to "Oh Canada"? For the first

but for a baseball fan, the four

of the Year, four-time All-American,

day.

even find time to sign auto

Zack Greinke in the same uni

time since Joe Carter jumped

best words in our English lan

[George

graphs for eager fans who line

form. The new "Evil Empire"

around the bases, Canada is at

guage at this time of the year,

BedweE] firmly believed was that

up along the stadium waiting

has a lot to prove, even if J.J.

the fore-front of baseball.

mation Directors of America's Aca

life was about doing the best you

for their heroes.

Abrams can snag Magic for his

The Miami Marlins shipped

are "pitchers and catchers report.

demic AE-American in Armstrong

can but not at the expense of oth

He attributed his success t o his

You'll have ego problems, but

Teach the 1,000-ppint mEe marker

that's not been a problem at all

was C hris Vanlandingham who is

this year.

now playing professionaEy for the
Adanta Titans.

as weE as th e first three-time Capi
tal One apd CoEege Sports Infor

athletics history.

"Something

that

ers. He believed that you should

Representing Armstrong's soft
baE team with three seasons under
her belt is the three-time second-

do the right thing for others(and
not selfishly focus on yourself."
It

was no

surprise George

team NFCA AE-American, Stacey

Bedwell received the Service Cita

Haynes Richardson.

tion Award for this class. Be ing a

Miller

FROM PAGE IB

professor, a coach for two sports

trying'to get his form back, his feel

University of Georgia, Richardson

— basebaE and tennis — and an ad

back, his rhythm back."

came to Armstrong with the hopes

ministrator, BedweE became the

After

transferring

from

the

"I always do that after I have a
bad shooting night," MiEer said.

of having an exciting career playing

first recipient of the Dean Propst

softbaE, which is what she did.

Outstanding Faculty Award in

Following the Augusta State

I

family and teammates.
"My dad has always been my
biggest fan," MiEer said. "He's I

"Everybody's been happy when

always been behind me through

I do good and happy when I hit

Aric MEler s g oing to have an

bad game, good games. He's al

the last shot of the game and not

even better opportunity because

ways been my No. 1fan. He's been

mad because they didn't get to

there.

shoot it. Everybody's just support

his numbers are even better," Lu
ther said.

ing me a lot."

Richardson played for the Pirates

1971 and continued to' give ^his

game, Miller shot a career-high

"This team has really helped

from 2002 to 2004. While with

time and effort to the university

41 points against UNC Pem

me out because they always stay

the team, she hit 39 home runs,

until his retirement in 2008.

broke Feb. 2, the most points

behind me. A lot of teams, when

25.4 points per game, but he only

MiEer, who has been playing bas

for an Armstrong player since

you have a guy on the team who's

needs to average 23.4 points a

ketbaE since he was 5, said that's
not why he plays.

Currently, MiEer is averaging

earned All-Peach. Belt Conference

The 2013 Hall of Fame induct

honors, and set the Armstrong sin

ees are now among 12 other class

1991 and only nine points from

scoring a l ot and doing a lot on

game for the remaining six games

gle-season home run record, which

es inducted into the Armstrong

Ray Smith's record of 50 points

the team and being the leader,

left in the season.

aEowed her to lead the nation in

Athletic Hall of Fame.

against Piedmont in 1982.

sometimes guys will get jealous.

The last Armstrong player to

Although he has had a record
breaking season in many respects,

It s just something I love to
do."

